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Company Overview
Energix Renewable Energies Ltd. (hereinafter "Energix" or “the Company”) is a renewable
energy company, currently active in the field of Solar Photovoltaic (PV) and Wind Energies. As
one of the largest Israeli Independent Power Producers (IPPs), the company initiates,
develops, constructs and owns long-term renewable energy projects. Once it has secured
production rights through government tenders, Energix sells the generated electricity to utility
companies who distribute electricity to end users. Energix shares have traded on the Tel Aviv
Stock Exchange since 2011.

Highlights & Analysis

Stock performance (12 mos.): 40.4%

Regulatory changes in Poland support continued growth of the company's Polish
operations.

In June 2018, an amendment to the Renewable Energy Law was published in Poland,
effectively regulating future tenders in which a tariff will be guaranteed to the winning
applicant for 15 years. This has provided regulatory clarity in the Polish market.

Economic growth continues in Poland; consequent increases in electricity consumption
have, and are expected to continue to, lead to greater returns from Polish projects.

Daily-trading-vol. (12 mos.): NIS 1.1M

Energix published its quarterly report on August 19, 2018 with the following highlights:

Closing price: NIS 4.17
Market cap: NIS 1.58B
# of shares: 377.1M

Stock target price: NIS 4.61

The company hedged about 80% of its electricity sales in May-December 2018

Future prices indicate that the market will begin to stabilize toward the end of the second
half of 2018, with prices for electricity from independent power producers fluctuating
between 180 and 200 Polish zloty.

To our understanding, this is a strategic step taken by executives which have
demonstrated a comprehensive understanding of the market and have a strong track
record of long-term planning.
After the publication of the quarterly update of the Company for the reporting period ending
March 31, 2018, Energix reported a significant milestone (see our immediate report from the
th
4 of June, 2018).
Energix announced that it had increased its stake in the Ilawa wind energy project in
Poland from 75% to 100%. Increasing Energix’s share in the facility’s operating
capacity from 9.9MWp to 13.2MWp.

As a result of the acquisition, the Company will report an additional one-time profit of
NIS 7 million (before taxes) in the second quarter of 2018.

The purchase price paid for an additional 25% stake in the facility is NIS 3.6 million.
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We retain our previous estimate of the company’s value at NIS 1,731 million ($467M),
corresponding to a target price ranging between NIS 4.38 and NIS 4.88; an average of
NIS 4.61.

Revenues from the sale of electricity amounted to NIS 58.9 million in the reporting
period, similar to the company's revenues in the corresponding period last year.

Revenues from the production of green certificates amounted to NIS 13.2 million,
compared with NIS 5.6 million for the corresponding period last year. This change
resulted from a significant increase in the price of certificates over the past 12 months.
Revenue Forecast (NIS 000s)
2016A
2017A
2018E
2019E
2020E

Revenue
113,219
141,367
164,134
189,800
356,228

EBITDA
66,187
88,871
127,932
149,173
272,665

FCF
21,500
50,000
79,647
86,700
154,249

Capacity (MW)
109
168
258
369
500

Source: Frost & Sullivan Analysis
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Q2-2018 Financial Results
Revenues from the sale of electricity totaled NIS 28 million in the reporting period, compared with NIS 27
million in the corresponding period for 2017. Most of the NIS 1 million increase in revenues was derived from
an increase in the exchange rate of the zloty.
Revenues from the sale of electricity amounted to NIS 58.9 million in the reporting period, similar to the
company's revenues of NIS 58.7 million in the corresponding period last year.
Revenues from the production of green certificates amounted to NIS 13.2 million, compared with NIS 5.6
million in the corresponding period last year. This change is due to the increase in the price of green
certificates over the past 12 months, which increased the revenues from these certificates.
Other income and expenses include mainly a gain from the sale of green certificates inventory, in excess of
its cost by NIS 3.5 million, compared with the corresponding period in 2017. Other expenses for the
corresponding period in 2017 include mainly impairment of green certificates in the amount of NIS 5.4 million.
Maintenance expenses of systems decreased by NIS 1.6 million to NIS 10.2 million due to a decrease in
operating expenses in the Neot Hovav project.
Financing expenses totaled NIS 17.8 million, a decrease compared to NIS 13.6 million in the corresponding
period last year, due to an increase in the financing expenses for loans from financial institutions, against
amounts withdrawn from the financing of the Banie project in Poland and the Neot Hovav project.
Financing income from the acquisition of loans during the reporting period amounted to NIS 6.9 million due
to the purchase of loans from the partners in the IIawa project in Poland comprising approximately 25% of
their holdings prior to the acquisition.
Shareholders' equity attributed to the owners amounted to NIS 697.3 million, compared with shareholders’
equity of NIS 609.7 million as of June 30, 2017. Most of the increase is derived from profit (NIS 31.9 million),
from issuance of shares (NIS 44.7 million), and other increases in shareholders' equity (NIS 11 million).

Key Developments
The Aran Project - The company estimates that in the coming months, the National Infrastructure
Committee will approve the transfer of the plan for comments and objections in the process of depositing the
plan.
Acquisition of the rights of the partners in the Ilawa project in Poland - Energix acquired the rights of
the partners (25%) in the Ilawa project in Poland in May 2018. The Company recorded a one-time financing
profit of NIS 6.9 million.
Amendment of the Renewable Energy Law in Poland - In June 2018 an amendment to the Renewable
Energy Law was published in Poland. As part of this amendment, the provisions that will apply to the
publication of new tenders for the construction of new renewable energy projects have been arranged, which
will guarantee the winner a fixed rate for the generation of electricity to which the winner of the tender has
committed for 15 years. It is estimated that a tender for the construction of new wind farms with total capacity
of about 1,000MW will be published by the end of 2018. Energix’s Polish portfolio currently stands at 120MW
in capacity and the company is working to increase its pipeline of projects in Poland under initiation and
under development. This includes preparing to participate in tenders for the establishment of additional wind
farms in Poland.
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Electricity prices and green certificates in Poland - during the second quarter of 2018 prices of electricity
in Poland continued to rise. Accordingly, in the reporting period, the Company executed transactions to fix
the sale price of the electricity in the Banie project at a rate of about 80% of the electricity generation
expected for May-December 2018. At the same time, the growth rate of green certificates prices in Poland
was double that during the corresponding period in 2017. The following graph depicts the volatility in
electricity and green certificate prices in Poland in recent years.

Source: Polish Power Exchange (TGE)

Analysis of Key Developments
The company has more than 160MW of connected power capacity across facilities in Poland and Israel.
Energix’s portfolio of projects under development ranges between 500MW and 1GW megawatts, most of
which are expected to begin operation within 2-3 years.
Development of the Aran project, which is the company's flagship project, continues according to schedule.
The Ministry of Defense has granted conditional approval for the deployment of 42 turbines. Another 10
turbines are undergoing product testing. The approval of the company’s request to install turbines 200m in
height allows the company to use the most technologically advanced turbines the market has to offer.
In the coming weeks, the Committee for National Infrastructure will approve the transfer of the plan for
comments and reservations as part of the deposit process. Financial closing is expected to take place in mid2019. From our understanding, revenues from electricity generated by the facility will be first recognized in
H1-2020 will be received in the first half of 2020. Thus the project is central to our valuation thesis of the
company.
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We estimate that, by 2022 Energix will operate electricity facilities totally approx. 1GQ in capacity, as detailed
in the table below.
Project Name

Holding

Capacity
(MW)

Operating Capacity
(MW)

Energix's Maximum
Potential Capacity

Banie (Poland)
Ilawa (Poland)
Project in VA, USA
Aran
Mt Hebron
Neot Hovav
GranotEnergix
Small projects in Israel
Tenders won in Israel
Project (1)
Project (2)
Potential Expansion
Total
Caden Energix (US)

100%
100%
60%
73%
50.10%
100%
50%
100%

106
13.2
70*
152
5
37.5
3.4
3.2

106
13.2
0
0
5
37.5
3.4
3.2

106
13.2
42
111
2.5
37.5
1.7
3.2

Energix's
Operating
Capacity
106
13.2
0
0
2.5
37.5
1.7
3.2

100%
70%
70%
n/a
51%-60%

90
52
230
762.3
100MWs

0
0
0
168.3
100MWs

90
36.4
161
604.5
100MWs

0
0
0
164
100MWs

*Project may have a capacity of up to 100MWp according to the company.

Energix’s Projected Project Development Pipeline (as at March 2018)

*

Source: Energix
*Forward-looking information

Investment Thesis
Energix has an appealing combination of benefiting from both high returns during project development, and
from relatively low-risk characteristics based on long-term steady revenues generated from fixed income
projects.
Energix’s value proposition can be summarized by six core capabilities:
 Effective feasibility analyses (technical and commercial)
 Financial stability and backing
 A successful record of deals with banks and financial institutions
 An experienced project management team
 Productive working relations with regulatory bodies, OEMs and EPCs
 Constructing working facilities in record time
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We view an investment in Energix as a risk-moderate investment, and an opportunity to earn ‘fixed income”
by investing in a firm that is operating in different locations, yet exposed to future regulatory risks.
We retain Energix’s equity value at NIS 1,736M ($486.2M) corresponding to a target price ranging
between NIS 4.38 and NIS 4.88; a mean of NIS 4.61.
For a detailed breakdown of our valuation methodology for the Company please refer to our Initiation of Coverage report of 25 June 2017.

Upcoming Potential Catalysts
Project

Event

Significance

Timeline

High

Soon to be announced

Financial closing

High, estimated revenues
of approx. NIS 150 million

June 2019

Reforms in the Green Certificate
process

High, dependent on market
volatility

Throughout 2018

New Polish Government tenders
for wind energy

High, subject to Energix
applying to, and being
awarded a tender

Q4-2018

CadenEnergix – PV projects
in the US through a JV

Financial closing of projects with
a capacity of 90MW in Virginia

High

H2-2018

Israeli Government Tenders

Issuing of tenders totaling a
further 230MW

High, subject to Energix
applying to, and being
awarded a tender

Through till H2-2019

Project pending permission

Aran - Wind farm in Northern
Israel (152MW)

Banie Phase III and
additional projects- Polish
Wind energy program
(124MW)

12-Months Stock Movement

30.12.2017
Target Price = 3.91
25.9.2017
Target Price = 3.50

30.11.2017
Target Price = 3.82

01.05.2018
Target Price = 4.05

07.06.2018
Target Price = 4.61

Source: TASE
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Appendix - Financial Reports
Balance Sheet
Cash and cash equivalents
Deposit held
Clients
Accounts receivable (AR)
Green Certificates
Total current assets
Cash limited in the Long Term
Leasing expenses paid in advance
Connected power generation systems
Systems being established
Receivables for projects under execution
PPE
Investment in investee companies (as per the balance method)
Other receivables
Deferred taxes
Total non-current assets
Total assets
Suppliers and service providers
Short term financing from financial institutions
Current maturities of long-term loans
Creditors and credit balances
Accounts Payable (AP)
Total current liabilities
Loans from financial institutions
Deferred tax liabilities
Liabilities from terminating relations between employee/employer
Other long-term liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Total Liabilities
Total Equity
Total liabilities and equity

Profit and Loss Statement (NIS 000s)
Total Revenues
Leasing
Maintenance of Systems
Reduced value of green certificates and others
Costs of establishing facilities
Development expenses
Salary and associated expenses
Administration and other expenses
Total Expenses
EBITDA
Discharge of financial asset impairment losses
Depreciation and amortization
EBIT
Financial income
Financial expenses
Profit/Loss after Financing
Balance carried forward from holding
companies
Income Tax
Comprehensive Annual Profit/Loss

31.03.18
116,633
65,013
15,456
26,384
4,346
227,832
43,597
0
1,085,862
210,291
25,087
2,981
13,955
6,340
14,208
1,402,321
1,630,153
27,188
3,300
45,204
0
22,118
97,810
772,437
11,336
417
46,665
830,855
928,665
701,488
1,630,153

12 months ending
31.12.2016
31.12.2017
113,219
141,367
4,202
6,529
17,121
25,244
6,616
0
241
0
1,891
1,953
7,974
8,303
8,987
10,467
47,032
52,496
66,187
88,871
3,594
0
(36,400)
(41,183)
33,381
47,688
478
1,748
(28,646)
(29,390)
5,213
20,046

30.06.18
108,700
14,383
11,477
6,648
26,213
167,421
42,862
24,663
1,037,359
266,117
0
3,098
13,837
18,680
10,652
1,417,268
1,584,689
27,725
0
0
45,016
13,059
85,800
755,569
13,684
417
25,213
794,883
880,683
704,006
1,584,689

Six months ending
30.06.2017 30.06.2018
64,411
75,717
3,238
3,434
12,047
10,244
0
0
5,369
0
1,450
426
3,947
4,177
4,936
5,686
30,987
23,967
33,424
51,750
0
0
(20,893)
(21,730)
12,531
30,020
1,070
8,190
(13,571)
(17,831)
30
20,379

1,501

1,537

820

676

1,653
8,367

(5,058)
16,525

(612)
238

(5,815)
15,240
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Disclaimers, disclosures, and insights for more responsible investment decisions
Definitions: "Frost & Sullivan" – A company registered in California, USA with branches and subsidiaries in other regions, including in Israel, and
including any other relevant Frost & Sullivan entities, such as Frost & Sullivan Research & Consulting Ltd. ("FSRC"), a wholly owned subsidiary of
Frost & Sullivan that is registered in Israel – as applicable. "The Company" or "Participant" – The company that is analyzed in a report and participates
in the TASE Scheme; "Report", "Research Note" or "Analysis" – The content, or any part thereof where applicable, contained in a document such as
a Research Note and/or any other previous or later document authored by "Frost & Sullivan", regardless if it has been authored in the frame of the
"Analysis Program", if included in the database at www.frost.com and regardless of the Analysis format-online, a digital file or hard copy; "Invest",
"Investment" or "Investment decision" – Any decision and/or a recommendation to Buy, Hold or Sell any security of The Company.
The purpose of the Report is to enable a more informed investment decision. Yet, nothing in a Report shall constitute a recommendation or solicitation
to make any Investment Decision, so Frost & Sullivan takes no responsibility and shall not be deemed responsible for any specific decision, including
an Investment Decision, and will not be liable for any actual, consequential, or punitive damages directly or indirectly related to The Report. Without
derogating from the generality of the above, you shall consider the following clarifications, disclosure recommendations, and disclaimers. The Report
does not include any personal or personalized advice as it cannot consider the particular investment criteria, needs, preferences, priorities, limitations,
financial situation, risk aversion, and any other particular circumstances and factors that shall impact an investment decision. Nevertheless, according
to the Israeli law, this report can serve as a raison d’etre off which an individual/entity may make an investment decision.
Frost & Sullivan makes no warranty nor representation, expressed or implied, as to the completeness and accuracy of the Report at the time of any
investment decision, and no liability shall attach thereto, considering the following among other reasons: The Report may not include the most updated
and relevant information from all relevant sources, including later Reports, if any, at the time of the investment decision, so any investment decision
shall consider these; The Analysis considers data, information and assessments provided by the company and from sources that were published by
third parties (however, even reliable sources contain unknown errors from time to time); the methodology focused on major known products, activities
and target markets of the Company that may have a significant impact on its performance as per our discretion, but it may ignore other elements; the
Company was not allowed to share any insider information; any investment decision must be based on a clear understanding of the technologies,
products, business environments, and any other drivers and restraints of the company’s performance, regardless if such information is mentioned in
the Report or not; an investment decision shall consider any relevant updated information, such as the company’s website and reports on
Magna; information and assessments contained in the Report are obtained from sources believed by us to be reliable (however, any source may
contain unknown errors. All expressions of opinions, forecasts or estimates reflect the judgment at the time of writing, based on the Company’s latest
financial report, and some additional information (they are subject to change without any notice). You shall consider the entire analysis contained in
the Reports. No specific part of a Report, including any summary that is provided for convenience only, shall serve per se as a basis for any
investment decision. In case you perceive a contradiction between any parts of the Report, you shall avoid any investment decision before such
contradiction is resolved.
Risks, valuation, and projections: Any stock price or equity value referred to in The Report may fluctuate. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Nothing contained in the Report is or should be relied on as,
a promise or representation as to the future. The projected financial information is prepared expressly for use herein and is based upon the stated
assumptions and Frost & Sullivan's analysis of information available at the time that this Report was prepared. There is no representation, warranty, or
other assurance that any of the projections will be realized. The Report contains forward-looking statements, such as "anticipate", "continue",
"estimate", "expect", "may", "will", "project", "should", "believe" and similar expressions. Undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking
statements because there is no assurance that they will prove to be correct. Since forward-looking statements address future events and conditions,
they involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Forward-looking information or statements contain information that is based on assumptions, forecasts of
future results, estimates of amounts not yet determinable, and therefore involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may
cause the actual results to be materially different from current projections. Macro level factors that are not directly analyzed in the Report, such as
interest rates and exchange rates, any events related to the eco-system, clients, suppliers, competitors, regulators, and others may fluctuate at any
time. An investment decision must consider the Risks described in the Report and any other relevant Reports, if any, including the latest financial
reports of the company. R&D activities shall be considered as high risk, even if such risks are not specifically discussed in the Report. Any investment
decision shall consider the impact of negative and even worst case scenarios. Any relevant forward-looking statements as defined in Section 27A of
the Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (as amended) are made pursuant to the safe harbor provisions of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
TASE Analysis Scheme: The Report is authored by Frost & Sullivan Research & Consulting Ltd. within the framework of the Analysis Scheme of the
Tel Aviv Stock Exchange ("TASE") regarding the provision of analysis services on companies that participate in the analysis scheme (see details:
www.tase.co.il/LPages/TechAnalysis/Tase_Analysis_Site/index.html,
www.tase.co.il/LPages/InvestorRelations/english/tase-analysis-program.html),
an agreement that the company has signed with TASE ("The Agreement") and the regulation and supervision of the Israel Security Authority (ISA).
FSRC and its lead analyst are licensed by the ISA as investment advisors. Accordingly, the following implications and disclosure requirements shall
apply.
The agreement with the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange Ltd. regarding participation in the scheme for research analysis of public companies does not and
shall not constitute an agreement on the part of the Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange Ltd. or the Israel Securities Authority to the content of the Equity
Research Notes or to the recommendations contained therein.
As per the Agreement and/or ISA regulations: A summary of the Report shall also be published in Hebrew. In the event of any contradiction,
inconsistency, discrepancy, ambiguity or variance between the English Report and the Hebrew summary of said Report, the English version shall
prevail. The Report shall include a description of the Participant and its business activities, which shall inter alia relate to matters such as:
shareholders; management; products; relevant intellectual property; the business environment in which the Participant operates; the Participant's
standing in such an environment including current and forecasted trends; a description of past and current financial positions of the Participant; and a
forecast regarding future developments and any other matter which in the professional view of Frost & Sullivan (as defined below) should be
addressed in a research Report (of the nature published) and which may affect the decision of a reasonable investor contemplating an investment in
the Participant's securities. An equity research abstract shall accompany each Equity Research Report, describing the main points addressed. A
thorough analysis and discussion will be included in Reports where the investment case has materially changed. Short update notes, in which the
investment case has not materially changed, will include a summary valuation discussion. Subject to the agreement, Frost & Sullivan Research &
Consulting Ltd. is entitled to an annual fee to be paid directly by the TASE. The fees shall be in the range of 35 to 50 thousand USD per each
participant. Each participant shall pay fees for its participation in the Scheme directly to the TASE.
The named lead analyst and analysts responsible for this Report certify that the views expressed in the Report accurately reflect their personal views
about the Company and its securities and that no part of their compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific
recommendation or view contained in the Report. Neither said analysts nor Frost & Sullivan trade or directly own any securities in the company.
© 2018 All rights reserved to Frost & Sullivan and Frost & Sullivan Research & Consulting Ltd. Any content, including any documents, may not be published,
lent, reproduced, quoted or resold without the written permission of the companies.
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About Frost & Sullivan
Frost & Sullivan* is a global leader in strategic and financial consulting, as well as, market and technology research.
Frost & Sullivan is comprised of an integrated global team of 1,800, including; analysts, experts, and growth strategy
consultants across 50 branches on six continents, including in Herzliya Pituach, Israel. Frost & Sullivan’s Independent
Equity Research leverages the in-house experience accumulated from working with leading players in medical
technologies, life sciences, ICT, cybersecurity, renewable energy, and other industrial fields, for the past 55 years.
Alongside, we utilize our tens of thousands proprietary of market and technology research reports, and economic
forecasts. For additional information visit: www.frost.com. For access to our reports and further information on our
Independent Equity Research program visit www.frost.com/equityresearch.
*Frost & Sullivan Research and Consulting Ltd., a wholly owned subsidiary of Frost & Sullivan, is registered and licensed in Israel to practice as an
investment adviser.

What is Independent Equity Research?
Nearly all equity research is nowadays performed by stock brokers, investment banks, and other entities which have a
financial interest in the stock being analyzed. On the other hand, Independent Equity Research is a boutique service
offered by only a few firms worldwide. The aim of such research is to provide an unbiased opinion on the state of the
company and potential forthcoming changes, including in their share price. The analysis does not constitute investment
advice, and analysts are prohibited from trading any securities being analyzed. Furthermore, a company like Frost &
Sullivan conducting Independent Equity Research services is reimbursed by a third party entity and not the company
directly. Compensation is received up front to further secure the independence of the coverage.

Analysis Program with the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE)
Frost & Sullivan is delighted to have been selected to participate in the Analysis Program initiated by the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange Analysis (TASE). Within the framework of the program, Frost & Sullivan produces equity research reports on
Technology and Biomed (Healthcare) companies that are listed on the TASE, and disseminates them on exchange
message boards and through leading business media channels. Key goals of the program are to enhance global
awareness of these companies and to enable more informed investment decisions by investors that are interested in
"hot" Israeli Hi-Tech and Healthcare companies. The terms of the program are governed by the agreement that we
signed with the TASE and the Israel Securities Authority (ISA) regulator.
For further inquiries, please
contact our lead analyst.
Kobi Hazan
T: +972 (0) 9 950 2888
E: equity.research@frost.com

Some of the companies we cover
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